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role/goals:
- Learn the basics of 3D modelling
- focus will be on 3D modeling/creating assets, rather than a finished game
- visuals should be appealing enough to grab viewer’s attention
-  immediate goals:

-  a) - model 2 main characters ✓

-  b) - create a setting that accurately represents my colour palette (experimenting with textures, lighting), and including:

-  i) mountains ✓

-  ii) powerlines ✓

-  iii) small buildings ✓

- and additional goals: (if I get the first few done)

- c)  - learn UV mapping ✖
- d) - model flowers and trees to fill the atmosphere ✓



Concept Statement:

Dreamscape is a 3D low-poly game concept. The player takes on the role of a young 

frog boy, who visits a mysterious mountainside town only accessible through his 

dreams. The game is a scenic platformer, where the player must explore the land and 

find the boy's mother.



Challenge 1: Too many Vertices/ Duplicate Faces

A problem I came across when making my frog characters (which was my first time using the program) was there 

being too many vertices after using the extend (E) command. I learned from watching the lectures that vertices may 

appear to be connected, but might actually be sitting on top of each other. More vertices make the model more 

complicated, but I learnt there is an easy way to fix this.

Select the entire model while in edit mode and press M (merge). Then press the "by distance" option, which will merge 

vertices that are very close together. The default distance is 0.0001 m, but this can be increased through clicking the 

"merge by distance" window that pops up at the bottom left corner of the screen.

Another problem was that some faces were either reversed, or duplicated and overlapping each other. I'm still not 

quite sure why this happened, but the easiest way to fix the problem is to simply delete the faces and add new ones. 

The reversed faces can also be fixed by going to edit mode > mesh > normals >flip.



Challenge 2: Creating Objects From Scratch
When I was still very new to Blender, I didn't know how to create objects from scratch and had been working with primitive shapes. This 
was fine for symmetrical and geometric structures, like the frog characters, houses, and powerlines, but I wasn't sure how I would be able 
to make more organic things such as mountains or trees. 

I wanted to try experimenting since I couldn't find a solution online. In my first attempt I started with an icosphere, and stretched all the 

vertices into a mountain shape. This looked fine, but resulted in overlapping faces and too many vertices, which would give me problems 

later.

First attempt at mountain^



Second attempt:

After trying many different things I was finally able to come up with a solution. If you select any 
shape and press M, then click "merge to centre" it turns the shape into a single vertex. This way I 
could start from scratch, adding edges (pressing E to extend) and faces (selecting 3-4 vertices and 
pressing F) until I got the shape I wanted. I used the icosphere mountain as a reference, and after 
cleaning it up and changing the lighting, I liked it much better.
 



Achievements/Results
I was able to make a small area with all 

the models I planned to make, that 

matched my colour palette. At the 

beginning I had no idea how it would turn 

out, but thankfully I am quite satisfied 

with the result!

I wasn’t able to use UV mapping or 

textures though, so it did feel like I was 

overcompensating with the lighting.



Reflection
If I could start over, I would not delay learning how to do something until I need to. I 

only learnt the basics of modelling and decided to learn the rest when I get to it, 

which I never did.

I would also try to manage my time better, so that I can make the most out of what 

I’m doing rather than focusing on tiny details for too long. 

Now that I know I can do 3D modelling, I would be more confident to work in a 

group.



Links
Website- https://dreamscape-game.weebly.com/

Sketchfab model- 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/dreamscape-890651c5719c423bb9d372035a8a
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